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The combination of thermal power and hybrid energy storage is an effective way to
improve the response ability of automatic generation control (AGC) command in thermal
power plants. Notably, the configuration of hybrid energy storage capacity is directly
related to improvement of the frequency modulation ability of thermal power plants and
the coordination of economic benefits. However, the constant efficiency model adopted
in capacity configuration will misjudge the actual operating status of each energy storage
unit, resulting in unreasonable capacity allocation. In this context, a fire-storage capacity
optimization configuration model considering the dynamic charge–discharge efficiency
of hybrid energy storage is established. The model presents the functional relationship
between charge and discharge power and the efficiency of different types of energy
storage. Simulation proves that the proposed strategy can meet the tracking demand of
area control error signal in thermal power plants and reduce the planning and operation
cost of energy storage.

Keywords: energy storage-thermal power combination, AGC response, hybrid energy storage system, capacity
configuration, dynamic efficiency

1 INTRODUCTION

In China, thermal power plants mainly undertake secondary frequency modulation auxiliary
services (Jin et al., 2022): adjusting unit output in real time according to automatic generation
control (AGC) instructions. In recent years, with the reform of China’s energy structure,
the complexity of system AGC instruction characteristics has increased (Sun et al., 2020;
Yang et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2022). In this context, the problems of long inherent response delay
and low climbing rate of traditional thermal power units (Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2021)
will increase the tracking error of AGC instructions and make it difficult to ensure the safety of
power grid frequency. Energy storage, as a new type of frequency modulation resource, has the
characteristics of fast response, accurate control, and two-way output (Meng et al., 2019), which can
assist the thermal power plant in instantly tracking power instructions.Therefore, the configuration
of a certain capacity energy storage system in a thermal power plant is an effective method to solve
the AGC response problem of the whole plant.

There are various types of energy storage inside the hybrid energy storage, which
can meet the energy density and power density requirements of frequency modulation
instructions. Therefore, compared with single energy storage, hybrid energy storage can
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greatly improve the AGC response capacity of thermal power
plants (Ye et al., 2021; Saxena and Shankar, 2022) and effectively
improve the stability and economy of energy storage combination
plants. However, the capacity configuration cost of the hybrid
energy storage system is contradictory to the improvement of
AGC response capability of the whole plant: too much energy
storage capacity configuration will lead to increase of energy
storage operation planning cost, and too little configuration
will lead to failure to compensate for the poor AGC response
capability of thermal power units. Therefore, in order to improve
the response capacity of AGC of thermal power plants and ensure
the economy of energy storage system planning and operation,
optimizing the configuration of hybrid energy storage capacity is
an important link for energy storage to participate in the large-
scale development of AGC response of thermal power plants.

The objectives of the capacity configuration of the AGC
frequency modulation hybrid energy storage system for auxiliary
thermal power units include the following: 1) improvement in
AGC response performance of the whole plant; 2) reduction in
the planning and operation cost of the hybrid energy storage
system. In order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to allocate the
power in the AGC frequency modulation responsibility signal of
the energy storage system to different energy storage units so as
to give full play to the technical advantages of different energy
storage media in the hybrid energy storage system to meet the
coordination of economy and regulation of the whole plant.

Yang (2016), Liu et al. (2021), and Meng et al. (2021) set the
power distribution strategy of hybrid energy storage based on
the decomposition of the Area Control Error (ACE) signal in
the frequency domain and carried out capacity optimization on
this basis. However, the control cycle of secondary frequency
modulation is more than 1 min, and the response time of
different types of energy storage devices is within 5 s, so the
difference between different response characteristics can be
ignored. Therefore, this method is not applicable to the power
distribution of hybrid energy storage oriented to AGC of thermal
power plants.Wang et al. (2018); Aghajan-Eshkevari et al. (2022)
adopt the “priority” allocation method to carry out capacity
configuration, such as preferential charging and discharging
power allocation method for supercapacitors.

In this way, according to the analysis of the operation
mechanism of some auxiliary service markets, the general rule
of maximizing profits is obtained, and then the output priority
level of each energy storage type is formulated according to the
rule, which is more suitable for some specific scenarios. However,
this method is subjective and poor in scalability. In the studies
by Cheng et al. (2014) and Galatsopoulos et al. (2020), dynamic
optimization of the ACE signal allocation ratio is considered in
capacity configuration so as to give full play to the frequency
modulation potential of different types of energy storage in
various scenarios. In the abovementioned study, the charge and
discharge efficiency of each type of energy storage is regarded as
a constant. In fact, the efficiency of charge and discharge changes
dynamically with the distribution of power. Ignoring the dynamic
characteristics of charging and discharging efficiency will lead
to unreasonable allocation of energy storage capacity and affect
the frequency modulation performance and configuration cost

of hybrid energy storage. In this regard, the charge–discharge
power-efficiency model of the battery energy storage unit
was established (Rancilio et al., 2019), but only the dynamic
characteristics of the charge–discharge efficiency of a single type
of energy storage were considered. Iclodean et al. (2017) discuss
the dynamic characteristics of charge and discharge efficiency
of compressed air energy storage and electrochemical energy
storage, but it is only described by a simple model in the form of a
segmented function, which is different from the dynamic model
of actual power-charge and discharge efficiency. Furthermore, the
previously mentioned pieces of literature did not consider the
optimal allocation of capacity.

To sum up, this study adopts a hybrid energy storage
system comprising batteries and supercapacitors to assist
traditional thermal power plants in providing AGC auxiliary
services. Aiming at the capacity configuration problem of
the hybrid energy storage system, this study establishes a
refinement dynamic model of charging and discharging power
efficiency of each type of energy storage unit. Based on this,
a fire-storage capacity configuration model considering the
dynamic charge–discharge efficiency of hybrid energy storage
is constructed to dynamically optimize the proportion of ACE
signal allocation so as to obtain the rated energy storage capacity
thatmeets the requirement of instruction tracking andminimizes
the cost of energy storage planning and operation. Finally, the
superiority and economy of the proposed strategy are verified by
simulation.

2 THE DYNAMIC EFFICIENCY MODEL OF
HYBRID ENERGY STORAGE
CHARGE–DISCHARGE POWER

2.1 Dynamic Efficiency Model of Battery
When the battery participates in AGC frequency modulation
in a thermal power plant, the incoming power can be changed
by adjusting the charge and discharge current of the internal
circuit so that it canmeet the requirements of auxiliary frequency
modulation power. With the dynamic change of charge and
discharge current, the battery terminal voltage will also change,
so the charge and discharge efficiency determined by the terminal
voltage too will change. The mathematical model of dynamic
charging and discharging efficiency of the previously mentioned
batteries is as follows:
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In the formula, Rb
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i are equivalent internal resistance
and open circuit potential of battery i respectively;Ub
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and Pb
i are the terminal voltage, charge and discharge current,

charge and discharge efficiency, and charge and discharge power
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of battery i at time t (positive for discharge and negative for
charge), respectively.

The SOC status of the battery is as follows:

Sbi,tη
b
i,t = S

b
i,t−1η

b
i,t−1 −

Pb
i,tΔt

Cb
i

. (3)

In the formula, Sbi,t is the SOC state value of battery i at time t.
During operation, Sbi,t should meet the constraints shown in the
equation. Cb

i is the rated capacity of battery i.

Sb,min
i ≤ S

b
i,t ≤ S

b,max
i (4)

In the formula, Sb,max
i and Sb,min

i are the maximum and
minimum SOC values of battery I ,respectively.

2.2 Dynamic Efficiency Model of a
Supercapacitor
In this study, the current loop of the supercapacitor adopts
a constant power control mode, and the series structure of
ideal capacitance and equivalent series internal resistance is
used to simulate the internal circuit of the supercapacitor
(Naseri et al., 2021). Unlike batteries, the charging and
discharging efficiency of supercapacitors is related only to power.
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In the formula, RS
i , U

max
s,i , and di are the equivalent resistance

of supercapacitor I, the maximum voltage, and discharge factor
of ideal capacitor i ,respectively; Ps

i,t and ηsi,t are, respectively,
the charge–discharge power and charge–discharge efficiency of
supercapacitor i at time t (discharge is positive and charge is
negative).

The SOC of the supercapacitor is as follows:
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In the formula, Ssi,t is the SOC state value of supercapacitor i at
time t. During operation, Sbi,t should meet the constraints shown
in the formula. Cs

i is the rated capacity of supercapacitor i.
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i ≤ S

s
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i (7)

In the formula, Ss,min
i and Ss,max

i are the maximum and
minimum SOC values of supercapacitor I, respectively.

2.3 Importance Analysis of the Dynamic
Efficiency Model of the Energy Storage
Unit
In order to analyze the importance of dynamic efficiency of the
energy storage unit to capacity allocation, the electric quantity

fluctuation range ΔEi,t is introduced as follows:
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In the formula, ΔEb
i,t/ΔE

s
i,t represents the electric quantity

fluctuation range of the battery/supercapacitor between t− 1 and
t. Under the same power curve and the smaller ΔEi,t at each
moment, the smaller the capacity requirement Ci to meet SOC
constraints.

According to Figure 1, different from the constant state of
charge and discharge efficiency in the configuration of energy
storage capacity at that time, the actual charge and discharge
power of the supercapacitor and battery changes dynamically
with the power and is inversely proportional to the charge
and discharge power. According to the numerical comparison
between constant charge and discharge efficiency and dynamic
charge and discharge efficiency, the charge and discharge
power of each energy storage unit is segmented according to
Table 1.

3 HYBRID ENERGY STORAGE CAPACITY
ALLOCATION POLICY

After the hybrid energy storage system is configured in the
thermal power plant, the AGC-responsive hybrid energy storage
capacity configuration strategy is shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2,
Pref depicts the ACE signal transmitted by the AGC dispatching
center to a thermal power plant, Pm is the real-time output of the
conventional units in the thermal power plant jointly responding
to the ACE signal, and the ACE signal tracking error Ps−b

ref
caused by the inherent AGC response weakness of the traditional
units is fully compensated by the hybrid energy storage
system.

The key to the hybrid energy storage capacity configuration
strategy is to propose a hybrid energy storage capacity
configuration model to reduce the AGC response cost of
hybrid energy storage on the premise of ensuring Ps−b

ref is
fully compensated. At the same time, aiming at the nonlinear
constraint and nonlinear objective function of the model, the
linearization process is carried out by the BIG-M method and
product type decomposition method so as to realize the optimal
distribution of Ps−b

ref within the energy storage cluster and obtain
the economic allocation of the capacity of each energy storage
unit.
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FIGURE 1 | Dynamic/constant efficiency curve of the energy storage unit with power.

3.1 Construction of the Hybrid Energy
Storage Capacity Configuration Model
3.1.1 The Optimization Objective
The objective of the hybrid energy storage capacity configuration
model is to minimize the total planning and operation cost F of
the hybrid energy storage. F includes the fixed investment Ce of
the capacity of each energy storage unit, the maintenance cost Cw

of the machine, and the cost Cp of running electricity loss.
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TABLE 1 | Charge and discharge power segmentation basis.

Power of charge and discharge segments Judgement method

P1s, P1b Dynamic charging efficiency
≥ Constant charging efficiency

P2s, P2b Dynamic charging efficiency
< Constant charging efficiency

P3s, P3b Dynamic discharge efficiency
≥ Constant discharge efficiency

P4s, P4b Dynamic discharge efficiency
< Constant discharge efficiency

Cp =
17280

∑
t=1
[
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∑
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In the formula,ce,bi and ce,sj are the investment cost coefficients
of battery I and supercapacitor j per unit capacity, respectively;
cw,bi and cp,sj are maintenance cost coefficients of battery i and
supercapacitor j per unit electric quantity, respectively; cp,bi and
cp,sj are the cost coefficients of battery i and supercapacitor j
(unit price of online connection), respectively. rbi and rsj are the
discount rates of battery i and supercapacitor j; Nb

i and N s
j are

the floating charge life of battery i and supercapacitor j.
Since the capacity unit price of the power energy storage unit

is much higher than that of the capacity energy storage unit as
well as the maintenance cost and Internet access unit price of
each unit, the fixed investment of the capacity of the power energy
storage unit becomes the main cost of the hybrid energy storage
system. Therefore, reducing the capacity configuration of the
power energy storage unit can effectively improve the economy
of the hybrid energy storage system.

3.1.2 Constraint Conditions
In addition to Eqs 1–7, the constraint conditions of the fire-
storage capacity configuration model also includes power
balance constraint 15, charge–discharge power constraint
16–17, climbing constraint 18–19, current constraint 20, and
charge–discharge efficiency constraint 21–22.
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FIGURE 2 | Hybrid energy storage capacity configuration strategy.

TABLE 2 | Classification of non-convex terms for the model.

Category Characteristics Correspondence Log-linear

1 z = x
y

(14) Continuousiterativealgorithm (Song et al., 2018)

2 z = xy (1) Continuousiterativealgorithm (Song et al., 2018)
3 z = 1

1+k1∗x
(2) (5) Continuousiterativealgorithm

4 z = {
x, ify ≥ 0
p, ify ≤ 0

(2) (5) BigMmethod (Anderson-Cook and Robinson, 2009)

5 z = |x| BigMmethod (Anderson-Cook and Robinson, 2009)

In this Table, x, y, z, p are variables.
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In the formula stated above, Pref
i,t is the incoming power of

energy storage unit i at time t; the number of units of E1 and E2
battery cluster and supercapacitor cluster is the number of units
of the hybrid energy storage system. Pb,rate

i and Ps,rate
i are the

rated power of battery i and supercapacitor i, respectively; Rs,up
i

and Rb,dn
i demonstrate the ascending and descending climbing

rates of supercapacitor i respectively. Ib,ratei is the rated current
of battery i; ηb,max

i and ηb,min
i are the maximum and minimum

charge and discharge efficiency of battery i, respectively. ηs,max
i

and ηs,min
i are the maximum andminimum charge and discharge

efficiency of supercapacitor i, respectively.

3.2 Model Processing and Solution
3.2.1 Model Linearization
The configuration model of hybrid energy storage capacity has
five types of non-convex terms as shown in Table 2, resulting
in increased difficulty in optimization. In this regard, this study
adopts different linearization methods for these five types of
non-convex terms, as shown in Table 2 below:

3.2.2 Model Solving
According to the abovementioned linearization method,
the solution process of the hybrid energy storage
capacity configuration model considering the dynamic
charging–discharge efficiency model is shown in Figure 3.

4 EXAMPLE ANALYSIS

This study takes a thermal power plant with a hybrid energy
storage system consisting of batteries and supercapacitors as a
simulation example.The total output andACE signal of the whole
plant without energy storage on a certain day are selected, and
the parameters of the hybrid energy storage system are shown
in Table 3. Considering the actual operating conditions of the
project-SOC differences among energy storage units, each energy
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FIGURE 3 | Solution process.

storage unit is set to have SOC differences, and the initial SOC
of the battery and supercapacitor is 0.4 and 0.5, respectively.
The model was built and solved on MATLAB 2018b platform
using YALMIP toolbox and GUROBI9.1.2 solver on a computer
configured with Win10 system, AMD R7-5800H processor, and
16G RAM.

The common full compensation strategy in power plant
energy storage engineering introduced by the energy storage
demonstration project of Shijingshan Power Plant, which has
been practiced online, is adopted: energy storage complete
compensation for the difference between real-time monitoring
AGC command and unit output data, namely, Ps−b

ref = P
ref − Pm .

Ps−b
ref curve is shown in Figure 4, and the sampling period of the

original data is Δt = 5s.
To verify the effectiveness and superiority of the strategies

proposed in this study,the comparison strategies shown in Table
4 is set.

4.1 Capacity Optimization Results
The purpose of capacity configuration is to ensure the frequency
modulation effect ofAGCand reduce the operation cost of energy
storage planning. The capacity optimization results of different

TABLE 3 | Unit parameters.

Index Battery Supercapacitor

Rb/Ω 7.8 −
Eb/VΩ 60 −
Umax
E /V − 70

Umax
E /V − 70

RS/Ω − 2.8
Prate/kW 10 20
cl/($/kW.h ) 2,000 1,500
ce/($/kW.h ) 2,000 1,500
ce/($/kW.h ) 640 27,000
cw/($/kW.h ) 0.05 0.05
cp/($/kW.h ) 1 1
r 0.08 0.08
N/a 4 20
ηinvPCS 0.85 0.85
ηconvPCS 0.85 0.85
Smax 0.8 0.9
Smin 0.2 0.1
Rup/(kW/s) 20 2,000
Rdn/(kW/s) 20 2,000

FIGURE 4 | Hybrid energy storage system’s Ps−bref .

strategies are shown in Table 5. In energy storage output to
Ps−b
ref command signal tracking error ζt(ζt = |∑Mi=1Pi,t − P

s−b
ref ,t|) to

represent the AGC frequency modulation effect, the effect of
different strategies of AGC response is shown in Figure 5. The
actual operation of the energy storage system includes dynamic
charge–discharge efficiency model and corresponding dynamic
SOCconstraints.The capacity of energy storage unit optimized by
strategy 3 is put into the actual operationmodel of energy storage
to obtain the actual value of strategy 3.The ideal value of strategy
3 is the result of direct optimization of the corresponding model
of strategy 3.

According to the analysis of Table 5 and Figure 5, the results
are as follows:
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TABLE 4 | Capacity optimization strategy comparison settings.

Capacity configuration strategy Implication

Strategy 1 The strategy of this study: the hybrid energy
Storage and dynamic charge–discharge
Efficiency model

Strategy 2 Single energy storage and dynamic
Charge–discharge efficiency model

Strategy 3 Hybrid energy storage and constant
Charge–discharge efficiency model

TABLE 5 | Configuration results for different capacity optimization strategies.

Index Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 – ideal value Strategy 3 – actual value

Cb/(kW.h) 4,326.4 — 687.7 687.7
CS/(kW.h) 1,762.4 5,007.1 839.9 839.9
∑Mi=1Fi/($) 13,548 32,293 5,766.7 5,765.8
Daily Average ζ t 0 1 0 0.5

FIGURE 5 | AGC response effects for different strategies.

1)The operation planning cost of strategy 1 is lower than that
of strategy 2. Furthermore, the daily average ζt (0 kW) and ζt
lower limit (0 kW) of strategy 1 are less than the daily average
ζt (1 kW) and ζt lower limit (1 kW) of Strategy 2. Therefore,
compared with single energy storage, hybrid energy storage can
reduce energy storage operation planning costs and tracking
error ζt;

2) The operation planning cost calculated by the scheduling
model of different strategies is the expected cost value. Among
them, the expected cost of strategy 3 is $5766.7, less than the
planned operating cost of strategy 1 which is $13,548. Taking

the capacity optimization result of the dynamic charge–discharge
model as the actual value, it can be seen that the capacity
optimization strategy using the constant charge–dischargemodel
is easy to cause investors to expect too low investment costs.

3) Under the actual dynamic charge–discharge model and
SOC constraints, the actual output and charge–discharge
efficiency of strategy 3 are all different from those of the optimized
model. In strategy 3, the actual daily average ζt (0.5 kw) is higher
than the minimum value (0 kw), and there exists the ζt margin.
However, in strategy 3, without considering the actual dynamic
charge–discharge efficiency, the actual daily average ζt judged
by the optimization model of strategy 3 is the lowest value,
and there is no ζt margin. Therefore, the capacity optimization
strategy of the constant charging–discharge model will lead to
low prediction of tracking error of Ps−b

ref instruction signal by the
operator.

(4)The daily average ζt of strategy 1 is theminimum, and there
is no ζt margin. Therefore, the capacity optimization strategy of
the dynamic charge–discharge model can improve the utilization
rate of the energy storage system, fully compensate the Ps−b

ref
command signal, and guarantee the AGC frequency modulation
effect of the whole plant.

4.2 Analysis of Capacity Optimization
Results
The output comparison of each energy storage unit under
strategy 1 and Strategy 3 (ideal) is shown in Figure 6. It
can be seen that the output results of the unit under the
capacity optimization strategy of the constant charge–discharge
efficiency model and the capacity optimization strategy of
the dynamic charge–discharge efficiency model are similar.
At this point, under the same output situation, the capacity
configuration of the dynamic charge–discharge efficiency
model and the constant charge–discharge efficiency model
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FIGURE 6 | Comparison of energy storage output between strategy 1 and
strategy 3.

is mainly influenced by the comparison of the amount of
electric quantity ΔEs

i,t−1→t increased (or lost) per unit time,
which depends on the charge–discharge efficiency of the two
models.

Figure 7 shows the ΔE curves of Strategy 1 and Strategy 3
(ideal). As the charge–discharge efficiency of strategy 1 is lower
than that of strategy 3 (ideal) in most time periods (as shown in
Figure 7), ΔE of strategy 1 is higher than ΔE of Strategy 3 (ideal).
In order tomeet the SOC constraints of energy storage units, the
capacity configuration of strategy 1 is higher than that of strategy
3 (as shown in Table 5).

As shown in Figure 8, considering the dynamic
charge–discharge efficiency model, under the capacity
configuration and power allocation of strategy 1 and Strategy
3 (ideal), the SOC curve of strategy 1 or strategy 3 is shown in
Figure 9. It can be seen that the capacity configuration under the
constant charge–discharge efficiency model makes the energy
storage system over-charge and over-discharge, and the energy
storage system will exit the AGC response in some period of
time, resulting in the tracking error of Ps−b

ref command signal and
reducing the AGC response performance of the energy storage.

However, the dynamic charge–discharge efficiencymodel, due
to the appropriately expanded capacity configuration, makes the
SOC state of each energy storage unit within the constraint range,
meets the continuity requirements of Ps−b

ref command signal
tracking, and improves the AGC response performance of energy
storage.

To sum up, the strategy in this study takes into account
the dynamic charge–discharge efficiency model and combines

FIGURE 7 | Strategy 1/3’s ΔE (A) Variation range of battery electric quantity
per unit time.(B )Variation range of supercapacitor electric quantity per unit
time.

FIGURE 8 | Charge–discharge efficiency of strategy 1 and strategy 3. (A)
Charge and discharge efficiency of battery. (B) Charge and discharge
efficiency of supercapacitor.

the characteristics of each energy storage unit to economically
distribute Ps−b

ref instruction signals. At the same time, compared
with the constant charge–discharge efficiency model, the
strategy in this study can sense the charge–discharge efficiency
conforming to the actual situation, rationally allocate the energy
storage capacity, meet the continuity requirements of Ps−b

ref
command signal tracking under the condition of considering
SOC constraints, and improve the AGC response performance of
the energy storage.
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FIGURE 9 | SOC for strategy 1 and strategy 3 (A) Battery SOC. (B) Supercapacitor SOC.

5 CONCLUSION

The combined AGC response of hybrid energy storage and
thermal power unit is an effective way to improve the AGC
command tracking demand of thermal power plants. In this
study, a fine dynamic model of charging and discharging power-
efficiency of storage battery and supercapacitor is established.
On this basis, the fire-storage capacity configuration model is
established, which is used to realize the corresponding capacity
configuration tomeet the requirements of ACE signal tracking in
thermal power plants and the minimum planning and operation
cost of the energy storage system. The results of examples state
that

1) The dynamic charge–discharge efficiency model can
avoid over-charge and over-discharge of units, improve the
energy storage availability, completely compensate for the ACE
signal tracking error caused by the inherent AGC response
disadvantage of conventional units, and improve the AGC
response performance of thermal power plants;

2) The use of the constant charge–discharge efficiency model
will lead to low investment cost expectations of investors,
while the dynamic charge–discharge efficiency model can more

accurately evaluate the operation planning cost of hybrid energy
storage.
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